RE-ESTABLISHMENT   OF   THE   EMPIRE
of the Franks, that French civilization was to come into existence
during the Middle Ages.
jthe splitting up of authority
While the territory of the Empire was being shared among
several kings, authority itself was splitting into fragments all over
France. The army, the indispensable instrument lor maintaining
unity of government, disintegrated into small bands of mounted
men fighting on horseback. War resolved ilsdf into small private
wars among leaders each of whom waged it for his own benefit
and at his own convenience. The leader formed his band of men
drawn from the land forming his estates or enrolled in his service
and bound to him by the oath of homage which made him their
lord. Legally, the seigneur was a master, his wiib being known
by the Latin name of doming the feminine of the word ttominus
(master), surviving in the French dame (lady), The men were
mere valets - a diminutive of the word vassal - but these servants
were bound to their lord by the feeling of comradeship natural
among companions-in-arms who have lived together and shared
the adventures and dangers of war*
Up to the end of the ninth century the lord would hand over
to his men, for their equipment and sustenance, a piece of land
with peasants attached to it, on which the vussals would settle
down. This procedure was encouraged by the large number of
great estates with labourers living upon them which belonged to
the king, the prelates, and the great ones of the land* This is the
explanation of the Latin name casammtum^ meaning establishment,
or of a new name of unknown origin which appears at the end of
the ninth century under the Latin form cXfooum, from which are
derived the word 'fief/ otfeodum, and the adjective 'feudal*. This
custom did much to increase the disintegration of authority, for
it divided up the lord's power over the tenants on his estates
among a number of military vassals, every fief becoming a fresh
centre of authority.
The kings themselves actively encouraged this splitting up,
Not only had they divided their own power as landowners by
presenting their domains piecemeal either to the churches or to
military leaders, but they had also stripped themselves of their
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